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Turk’s Head Knots For Decorative Accents

Class Description
Turk’s Head Knots were frequently utilized as decorative accents in extant items. In this hands-on
class, you will learn the anatomy of a Turk’s Head Knot and become acquainted with the tools necessary to
make perfect knots, every time.

	
  
Anatomy of a Turk’s Head Knot
Turk’s Head Knots consist of:
− Bights: number of scalloped bends in a full knot (measured in a horizontal line);
− Leads: number of thread paths in a vertical cross-section;
− Passes: number of times the thread follows each path, forming a group.

	
  

	
  
Figure 1. A Turk’s Head Knot made of 5 leads and 3 passes. One bight is represented.
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Online Resources
For calculations necessary to make Turk’s Head Knots

Grid Maker
by John Allwine
http://freakinsweetapps.com/knots/knotgrid/index.html
Data needed:
- Desired number of parts
(leads);
- Desired number of bights.

Output:
- Schematic representation of
weaving pattern.
- Thread path.

Notes:
1. U: needle travels under the
crossing thread.
2. O: needle travels over the
crossing thread.

	
  
Advanced Grid Maker
by John Allwine
http://freakinsweetapps.com/knots/knotgrid/advanced.html

	
  
Thread Length Calculator
by John Chambers
http://upstream.50webs.com/
Data needed:
- Inside diameter (jig diameter);
- Cord diameter (thread thickness);
- Number of bights;
- Number of leads;
- Number of plys (passes).
Output:
- Length of thread necessary to create the knot
on the jig.
Note:
1. Length is given in the same unit (inches, cm, etc.)
that was used for the input data.
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Materials
−
−
−
−
−
−

Dowel;
Pegs;
Thread;
Needle;
Tape;
Marker.

Notes:
1. The dowel material should be stiff enough to allow manipulation without bending.
2. The dowel should be about 10% bigger than your core bead.

Directions
Preparing the knot jig
−
−

−

Determine the number of bights necessary for your knot. The number of bights is equal to the
number of paired pegs attached to the jig.
Attach the pegs to the dowel using the appropriate method for your chosen pegs (nails, screws,
push pins, etc):
− The pegs of each pair should be vertically aligned with one another.
− The different pairs of pegs should be equally distributed on the dowel’s circumference.
Number the peg pairs:
− If right-handed: number your pegs from right-to-left.
− If left-handed: number your pegs from left-to-right.

Weaving the Turk’s Head Knot
−

−

−
−

−

−

	
  

Generate your knot grid on Grid Maker using the
desired number of parts (leads) and bights. For this
class, we are using a simple 3 leads x 4 bights grid
(figure 2).
Tape one end of the thread below peg pair 1:
− If right-handed: tape the thread to the right of
peg 1.
− If left-handed: tape the thread to the left of peg
1.
Attach the needle to the free end of the thread.
Follow the grid generated on Grid Maker (figure 3) for
the desired number of leads, being careful about the
under- or over-passes of the pattern. Remember to
leave a little slack on the thread during this process.
After the first pass is completed, follow the original
thread path for the necessary number of passes
desired, being careful to always lay the thread for the
new pass in the same order.
When finished, tape the end of the thread next to peg 1.

Figure 2. Weaving schematic
representation generated by Grid
Maker for a 3 leads x 4 bights knot.
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Thread path

Figure 3. Output from Grid Maker for a 3 leads x 4 bights knot.

Mounting the knot over the core bead
−
−
−
−
−
−

Carefully remove the pegs.
Remove the tape, releasing the thread ends.
Slide the knot off the jig and over the core bead.
Remove the slack by following the thread path, starting at one of the thread ends. The knot should
tightened slowly to avoid perturbing the order of the passes.
Weave the ends of the thread under the Turks head knot and finish them inside the center hole of
the core bead.
The ends can be trimmed or used to attach the knot to the item being decorated.
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